Get Ready for the Cloud with Oracle Soar

Upgrade or migrate to the cloud? Doing nothing isn’t an option.

Standing still costs the gap between you and your competition to widen. Even if you’re currently happy with the value you’re getting from your on-premise solution, its lengthy upgrade cycles still make it an expensive option. You can avoid these costs by moving to the cloud.

With a simple upgrade to cloud using our accelerators, you’ll gain immediate additional value, which will appreciate throughout the ongoing updates.

Our Automated Upgrade Proposition

You can reduce the time of cloud migration by up to 30-50% by using rapid upgrade tools and an accelerated upgrade approach.

Rapid Upgrade Tools

Oracle Soar includes a discovery assessment, environment analyzer, automated data and configuration migration utilities, and rapid integration tools. The automated process is powered by Oracle’s True Cloud Method and Project Integration Framework (PIF). Oracle’s proprietary approach to support customers throughout the journey to the cloud. It is guided by Oracle to help ensure a rapid and predictable upgrade that aligns with modern industry best practices.

Accelerated Upgrade

Go Live on the Cloud with Oracle’s Primavera P6 in as few as 5 weeks

Oracle’s Primavera P6 Upgrade to the Cloud: The Last Upgrade You’ll Ever Do!

Application Enhancements – Easier to Use

More Automation – Lower Cost

Easy to Extend – No Limits

Visit: oracle.com/construction-and-engineering-SOAR
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